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New York Times bestselling author J.R. Ward delivers a behind-the-scenes look at her ?to die for?(
Publishers Weekly) Black Dagger Brotherhood series?and a brand-new short story starring Zsadist
and Bella.This is a book no Black Dagger Brotherhood fan should miss?an insider?s guide that will
seduce readers as powerfully as the sexy band of Brothers and the world they live in. And also
included is an original short story about stars Zsadist and Bella! This comprehensive guide features
insider information on the Brotherhood, their dossiers, stats, and special gifts. Readers will savor
interviews with their favorite characters, deleted scenes, exciting material from the J.R. Ward
message board and the answers to their burning questions. They?ll learn what it?s like for J.R.
Ward to write each installment of the series, and in a fascinating twist, read an interview with the
author?conducted by the Brothers. Plus readers will get a sneak peek at the much anticipated next
book in the Black Dagger Brotherhood series, Lover Avenged.
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This is, in my opinion, an essential guide for fans of The Black Dagger Brotherhood series, even
those who have become disillusioned with the direction of the more recent books. The novella with

Zsadist and Bella alone is worth the price. And add to that tons of information about each of the six
brothers, all neatly gathered, right at your finger tips. A great guide to keep along with all your other
brother books. Its sure to please any fan.The Insider's Guide includes-*82 page novella about
Zsadist, Bella and Nalla (covers the birth and months afterward concentrating on Zsadist's
adjustment to fatherhood)* The Brother's stats (age, weight, eyes etc), personal questions answer
sheet (e.i. fav TV show, what do you fear most?, most romantic thing you've ever done), and Ward's
personal 'interview' with each brother*Writer's guide -for those who want to know about breaking
into the publishing business Ward gives some advice. Also included is the proposal for the
brotherhood series that was sent through her agent to publishers.*Deleted scenes -your absolutely
going to love this if your Z fan *sigh**Kicks and Giggles -interesting quotes from each of the
books*Brother's on the board (that's Ward's discussion board) -imagine if-you-will that the brother's
are regular posters on a discussion board this is what they write about themselves and others (they
tease each other unmercifully)-some very funny scenes! Also includes Phury and Cormia's mating
ceremony.*Slices of life -little vignettes that Ward posted on the board about the brothers. Includes
Movie Night, Wrath and the Letter Opener, In the Nature of Phury, and The Interview That Never
Happened.*Question and answer with Ward*Time Line of the Brotherhood*Table of abbreviations
(i.e.

While this guide gives fans and new comers a fabulous look inside the world of The Black Dagger
Brotherhood, I'll mainly be reviewing the short story,'Father Mine' featuring the Brother Zsadist and
his shellan, Bella. At the end, I'll provide a brief overview and my thoughts of the remaining
contents.First of all, THANK YOU J.R. Ward for returning to ROMANCE!!!I, along with many others,
felt that you may have broken away from what was and is so important to fans and that's the
sensual and hot romance you provide with the BDB. If anything, you've re-inspired my love for the
Brothers and their fascinating world.I'd also like to mention that 'Father Mine' can be read and
understood by those few who are unfamiliar with Ward's unique world and characters. Some
aspects may be confusing, yes, but I think all readers can fully appreciate the premise of 'Father
Mine' and the emotions it evokes.Zsadist and Bella received their HEA in 'Lover Awakened'. Yet like
all characters in the BDB world, life doesn't necessarily stop spinning after the honeymoon. Z, the
most tortured soul of all the Brothers, is still coping with the tragedy of his past and learning how to
function as a true contributing member of the Brotherhood. While Bella provides some serious light
to his darkness, things are certainly far from being blissful. 'Father Mine' reveals Z and Bella's
realistic struggle after the birth of their daughter, Nalla, and the effect she's had on their

relationship.Nalla represents all things pure and innocent, as all children do. But unlike most who
are drawn to that innocence, Z has yet to even acknowledge Nalla as his own, let alone touch her. Z
has thought nothing of Nalla in terms of possession. She's Bella's young.
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